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ABSTRACT

This Master thesis is a contribution to develope
Multimedia security mechanisms for various P2P 
file sharing environments. Objective of this 
research thesis is to design a software tool for 
Multimedia business environments to fight against 
the copyright infringement in various P2P file 
sharing networks. In order to fulfil this objective, a
combined implementation of two independent 
mechanisms designed at Fraunhofer IPSI is 
required. So far, the combined implementation 
does not yet exist for any P2P network. So, the first 
objective is to design a most comprehensive 
architecture for their implementation and the 
second objective is to validate that implementation
built on top of the architecture. To do so, we have 
chosen BitTorrent network for implementation and 
validation. 

Keywords:  Peer-to-Peer, Copyright Infringement, 
B2B, B2C.
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1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter introduces the problem definition, area, goal and the structure of our research 
thesis. Moreover the section followed by this introduction we also introduce the existing 
mechanisms on which our implementation, validation and improvements will proceed.

1.1 Preface

A Peer-to-Peer network is a network which makes use of the computational power of the 
peers (nodes) with in the network rather than the network it self. P2P network, a sharing 
resource with millions of hosts built out for a co-operative work. Millions of users all over 
the world using the internet also started connecting their home PC’s to each other directly.
As a result, many groups all over the world collaboratively formed user created virtual super 
computers and file systems. In fact, the Internet was designed initially as a peer-to-peer 
system, which has transformed to Client/Server over time due to millions of users (clients) 
started communicating with privileged set of servers. The present structure again regained its 
original design for using it as a medium for communication between clients (peers) for 
sharing resources [1].

This trend has given new flavours to the world of Internet. Information exchange and search 
has become a normal activity because of the following reasons. On one side, use of peer-to-
peer resource sharing has become normal activity for the internet users. On the other side 
designing of web resources like web applications, search engines for identifying the required 
piece of work any where in the world have been made easy and accessible to all. With this 
trend, appeared various problems, because information available electronically is, for various 
purposes. As a scenario, a photographer’s website would provide some pictures for 
commercial purposes so, users are supposed to only view those pictures they must not 
download and publish any where else. But, users are accessing those websites and 
downloading digital content of their interest for unfair use. In fact, P2P file sharing networks 
are prominent for this unfair usage (copyright infringement). Inorder to control this kind of 
activity, two independent mechanisms are designed by Fraunhofer IPSI on which our thesis 
work is focused. 

Passive Mechanism: Digital Watermarking is the passive mechanism which is used to add 
information to multimedia files to be protected [2]. 

Active Search Mechanism: In order to fight against illegal copies an active search 
mechanism scanning for potential copyright violations is needed. Only then the passive 
information embedded in the content can help to fight illegal copies. This search mechanism 
is generalized for all networks. Any P2P network implementation must maintain this 
framework extendable to other P2P networks [2].

Note: Passive mechanism is used to achieve our goal but we did not focus on it in validation 
process. The reason, it is separate research area related to digital data and their compression 
standards. In fact, we are only concerned about the development of security mechanisms for 
P2P networks. Hence we will focus on the validation of architecture designed on top of 
Active Search Mechanism.

We wish to allocate a complete chapter later in this report for describing the above two 
mechanisms in detail. In the first part of the report we will design architecture for combined 
implementation of above mechanisms followed by validation of that architecture in the 
second part. Finally, we also try to identify the sources for improvement of the architecture 
based on the validation results.
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1.2 Problem Domain

In this part, we will focus on the issues concerned to the term ‘Copyright’ because this is the 
targeted problem on which our current thesis work is attempting to provide a solution.
Copyright1 means the right of first publication. It grants exclusive rights to publish or sell a 
work.  It is a set of exclusive rights granted by the government only for a limited time to use 
a particular form, way or manner in which an idea or piece of information is expressed. 
Generally the rights granted on a piece of work could be of several forms. 

1. To produce and to sell those copies of work (includes electronic copies)
2. Import & export of the work 
3. Deriving works from existing copies.
4. Public display of work
5. Sell and assign right on a work to others.

It is also important to understand, the possessing of rights (Copyrights) on a work by a user 
will give rightful ownership on that work. So they are allowed to sell, publish or grant those 
rights to others. In simple words, the rightful owner can only decide how the work should be 
used. For example, a software company which has developed software will reserve the 
complete rights on it. That company can decide to provide it for no cost to students but for 
rest of the users only on payment. So if any one found violating the rule (agreement) can be 
sued by that company. However, there exist many exceptions on this copyright. Copyright 
only includes the expression of the idea but not the idea itself. For example, a software 
company has developed an algorithm, so users are only not allowed to use the original 
expression of the algorithm. But the users are free to use the algorithm and they can even 
describe its concept to others.

1.3 Problem 

Peer-to-Peer file sharing environment is a prominent area for above copyright violations on 
which, our implementation and validation is relying on. It is well known that a concrete 
solution is especially required for the multimedia Business-to-Business (B2B) and Business-
to-Consumer (B2C) multimedia environments because these are the major victims of 
copyright infringement. In the following lines we mention the most popular P2P file sharing 
networks for such copyright violations [2]. 

1. EDonkey
2. BitTorrent
3. Gnutella,
4. Open Nap
5. Fast Track

1.4 Research Question

Research Question: Can the proposed architecture for BitTorrent network be able to 
maintain the Active Search Engine Framework’s generalized feature? 

1.4.1 Sub Questions

1. Can the proposed architecture satisfy all the posed quality requirements of the Active 
search mechanism?

2. Can the proposed architecture make future work of the framework for other P2P networks
flexible?

3. Can the proposed architecture make efficient tool?

                                                     
1 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Copyright
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1.4.2 Additional Question B2B and B2C Perspective

1. Can the tool become a firm mechanism to identify illegal works in BitTorrent Network?

1.5 Evaluation Methodology

The evaluation methodology that we have chosen is Scenario-based evaluation in our 
validation process. The effectiveness of the scenario based evaluation depends on the 
representativeness of the scenario for a quality attribute to be assessed. I.e. extreme 
case/worst case scenario. Even though in the referred literature we found many other 
approaches for software architecture assessment but we choose scenario based is because of 
its simple and efficient form [4].

1.6 Expected Result

Active Search Engine Framework is generalised for all the P2P networks. So, generalisation 
is the main aspect required for proposed architecture to BitTorrent network search. To 
synopsize, expected result is a generalised implementation.

1.7 Scope of thesis

This report contains only the research work done by author of this report. Hence the 
complete report will focus on targeted goals stated above. In fact, this work is limited to 
analysis, implementation & validation phase of the mechanisms, and specifically on the 
software development using Java technologies. Finally, validation results obtained after 
combined implementation are used as a yard stick for intended goals. Hence the complete 
research is more implementation specific.

1.8 Structure of the thesis 

Author’s work is documented according to the following chapters.

Chapter 2: Related Work: Digital Watermarking and P2P Search Engine Framework 
– This chapter focuses on the analytical aspects of the existing mechanisms along with their 
conceptual architectures. In the first part of the chapter we present the most relevant 
literature on the existing countermeasures and their challenges on the P2P misuse for illegal 
content sharing.  In the second part we presented the two mechanisms in contrast with the 
above countermeasures. We also identify the quality requirements posed on them which we 
will re-consider in our validation process.

Chapter 3: Basics: BitTorrent network overview and Azureus API- This chapter mainly 
provides some technical terms and their definitions which are used throughout the report i.e. 
mainly in our implementation and validation process. The first section of the chapter 
provides the BitTorrent File distribution process which is the source for deriving results for 
validation. In the second section we provide some architectural aspects of Azureus, a third 
party API used for our implementation.

Chapter 4: Software Tool: Proposed architecture of Combined Implementation for 
BitTorrent Network- In this chapter we present the combined implementation of the 
mechanisms using Java. Majority of the sections in this chapter will have the 
implementation specific information. But we maintained the chapter not to overwhelm with 
programming aspects. The sections of this chapter are in lined for our implementation. The 
first section of the chapter provides the architecture we designed for implementation and the 
second section of this chapter will provide the implementation process with all the system 
requirements, flow, and sequence followed by execution view of the implementation.
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Chapter 5: Validation of software tool on top of our Architecture- In this chapter we 
provide evaluation of architecture designed for the combined Implementation based on
scenario based evaluation methodology. Transforming the architecture if necessary based on 
the evaluation results. In the first section, the quality requirements addressed in the second 
chapter will be evaluated with respect to our architecture followed by evaluating complexity 
of the architecture. In the second section we provide implementation specific problems and 
their solutions to maintain the credibility of our proposed architecture.

Chapter 6: Conclusion & future work on current state of the work- This is the final 
chapter of the current work and for the entire report. The major aspects covered under this 
chapter are, the concluding aspects of the research thesis work done so far. This chapter 
once again focuses on to the areas that are identified for improvement in our validation 
process. Finally this chapter provides the conclusion on the achievement of our goals 
addressed in the introduction chapter followed by beneficiary aspects of Business-to-
Business and Business-to-Consumer environments by using this combined implementation 
as a firm mechanism for identifying illegal works in BitTorrent networks.
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2 RELATED WORK: DIGITAL WATERMARKING &
ACTIVE P2P SEARCH ENGINE FRAMEWORK

This chapter focuses on the analytical aspects of the existing mechanisms along with their 
conceptual architectures. In the first part of the chapter we have presented the most relevant 
literature on the existing countermeasures and their challenges on the P2P misuse for illegal 
content sharing.  In the second part we presented the mechanisms in contrast with the above 
countermeasures. We have also identified the quality requirements posed on them which we 
will re-visit in our validation process.

2.1 Countermeasures against P2P misuse for illegal 
content sharing

Today, P2P networks are known to be used for illegal file sharing as a result, increased 
susceptibility of these networks. According to Martin Steinebach, to fight against this illegal 
files sharing, many countermeasures have been proposed by science and industry so far [2]. 

In the rest of this section we outline most common methods:

Fake Distribution: To frustrate the users of the P2P networks, outdated work and a 
nonsense work will be renamed to current works know to be sought. These works are known 
as fakes. Users searching for the work of this similar name will be available with a copy of 
these fakes to download. Users will notice this fact upon downloading the complete file.

Blocking Slots: Generally, P2P clients offer a limited number of access points to users for 
download. In P2P terminology, these access points are called as slots. To block slot, 
automated software will behave like a normal P2P user and downloads the content. In order 
to block this slot the download speed for automated software is artificially kept slow. Hence 
this slot is not available for the user.

Hacking of DOS: An aggressive strategy is active attack against the networks and their 
users. These active attacks include denial of service by disabling the network, spamming the 
network with queries and flooding servers with the request etc. 

User Identification: The methods discussed so far against the P2P activities. In contrast, 
some methods like identifying the user identity (IP address) involved in the illegal file 
transfer. The idea behind this method is to make these details available to the content owners 
to take legal actions against the users identified in illegal file transfers. 

2.2 Challenges for Countermeasures

The methods described in the previous sections can no more be the prominent methods to 
fight against copyright infringement because, for these countermeasures there are many 
methods for circumvention. In the following lines we describe the challenges posed on the 
methods described above.

Fakes Recognition: We understood that P2P file sharing networks can rate files these days 
[2]. There by, spreads information quickly about the fake recognition. Additionally, most of 
the networks have the feature to analyze the abnormality in the characteristics of the fakes.

Advanced Access Management: Many client applications also designed with a feature to 
have control on the slots or maximum upload for the content. Additionally, they also have 
the well designed mechanism to drop the slow or broken connections.
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Stealth Networks: The methods rely on identification of user involved in illegal file transfer 
are no more prominent with the introduction of stealth networks. Because obscuring the IP 
address is default mechanism in some file sharing networks with these stealth networks. 

2.3 Digital Watermarks: Definition

So far the methods described in the previous sections are hindrance of the P2P activities. In 
contrast to those methods how the digital watermarking mechanism deals with the problem 
of copyright infringement. In the following section we analyse the mechanism which is used 
in our implementation.

Digital watermarking2 is a process of embedding extra information to the multimedia data 
i.e. all the image files (JPEG, GIF, BMP), audio files (MP3) and video files (MPEG). This 
extra information is completely hidden for the user. Embedding of extra information to the 
files is, replacing some bits with watermark bits in the media files. These extra bits are not 
random bits they describe information pertaining to the application for which watermarking 
is used. When, customer purchases content online that content can be embedded with 
“Customer ID” as the watermark bits for later retrieval to identify the owner of that content. 
In the rest of this section we will briefly out line the applications that use watermarks for 
various purposes. Before that, a paragraph from designers specification which serves as the 
major source of motivation of the current work

“Digital watermarking promises to be a mechanism for copyright protection with out being a 
technology for copy prevention. This sometimes makes it hard to convince content owners to 
use digital watermarking for protecting their content. It is a passive technology adding 
information into the content to be protected. Therefore an active search mechanism 
automatically scanning for potential copyright violations is needed. Only then the passive 
information embedded in the content can help to fight illegal copies. We introduce a search 
engine framework for retrieving watermarks from content shared with in P2P networks and 
discuss challenges as well as strategies for this.” – Fraunhofer IPSI, Germany [2].

2.3.1 Applications

Copyright watermarking: An embedded watermark provides the proof in identifying the 
owner of that digital data. Customer Unique ID, date on which the digital data is 
watermarked usually of that kind.

Fingerprint Watermarking: These watermarks can be used in fingerprinting applications 
to avoid unauthorised copy of copyrighted material.

Integrity Watermarking: This mechanism enables users to identify whether or the digital 
data is tampered during transit.

2.3.2 Process

Watermarking digital content involves primarily two steps:

 Watermarking Embedding System
 Watermarking Retrieving System.

                                                     
2 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Digital_watermarking
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2.3.3 Watermark Embedding System

In this process as show in the figure below according to [3], the Embedder is the block 
embeds watermark into the multimedia data. To do so, it is required to have a media data, 
secrete key and a watermark for computing watermarked media file. Embedder is an 
algorithm to which the secrete key (possessed by owner) a watermark (customer Id, or 
unique text or an image) and a media file (Image, audio or a video file) will be given as an 
input.  The Embedder will compute the watermarked copy. 

FIGURE 1: Watermark Embedding System

Finding: Will this embedded information affects quality of the media file? 

Clarification on Finding: To clarify this, it is required to analyse the working nature of 
Embedder algorithm.  Even though intention of our work is not get focused on those 
computational aspect of the algorithms but we strongly believe it is unavoidable. Hence we 
will describe the Embedder algorithm to the required level. 

For example, for an image file, Embedder Algorithm process involves in partitioning the 
media file into 32x32 pixels blocks. Let us consider that image (blocks) to be embedded with 
a watermark of size 24bits. Now, on each of these blocks a “Discrete wavelet 
Transformation” is performed to obtain the locations to embed that 24 bits watermark. If the 
total image blocks are not exactly as the size of watermark, (in this example it should be 24 
blocks) once again the watermark bits will be repeated until all the blocks are computed with 
watermarks [3]. This embedding of watermarks involves the product of two different factors
which will answer our findings.

1. Local watermarking strength controlling factor
2. Overall watermarking strength controlling factor 

The product of these two factors will have direct influence on the quality of the media file. In 
simple words, the controlling factor will be based on the characteristics of the image. If the 
block into which the watermark is to be embedded is very clear then a small strength is 
needed to make this watermark invisible in the image. Else if the block is of rough areas then 
a higher strength watermark can be used.  

There fore the overall controlling factor will be computed based on the local controlling 
factor used for a block based on block characteristics. By this it is clarified that embedding 
watermark into a media file will not degrade its credibility. 
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2.3.4 Watermark Retrieving System

This process is crucial for identifying the image by its embedded watermark. In order to 
identify the illegal works on P2P network, those works should be verified for embedded 
watermark existence. To do this, once again the watermark, secret key and the Image that is 
to be verified are required. In this Retrieving process, Detector is the algorithm which search 
for watermark on the test image which is given as input. As a result expressing whether or 
not watermark is detected will be given out as a message [3]. 

FIGURE 2: Watermark Retrieving Systems

Finding: How a secrete key and watermark possessed by the content owner are available for 
open world to detect the existence of watermark in the test image? 

Clarification on Finding: To clarify this finding, it is required to rely on the specification of 
the designers to understand their intention in using this technology for identification of 
illegal works. Hence a snippet from the designer’s specification is used for our explanation.

“As the watermark has been embedded with a secret key, this must also be available to the 
water mark detector. This means that either content owners run the search engine on their 
own or they provide an agent with secret key. A third option would be for content owners to 
provide a watermark detection web service for search engine, enabling a distributed 
approach of the search and retrieve process”. – Fraunhofer IPSI, Germany [2].

The following results are important for our intended study.

Result 1: This mechanism has its own significance in identifying the illegal copies by 
making use of unique extra information embedded into the media contents.

Result 2: All the multimedia B2B and B2C environments can maintain the database of the 
watermarks along with owners who bought that content and later those details can be cross 
matched with the retrieved watermark from the suspected copies in various networks. This 
mechanism results in a great benefit for those environments in filing legal suits on the illegal 
works identified by using this mechanism. For this an active search is required which will be 
explained in the next section. 

Following are the posed quality requirements on the Watermarking algorithms.

Transparency: The embedded watermark should not damage the quality or the reliability of 
the digital data. I.e. before and after marking the digital data must have the same quality.
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Robustness: The embedded watermark should not be disturbed or destroyed after 
undergoing series of changes to the digital data. I.e. It not at all uncommon for the digital 
data to undergo scaling, compressing, digital to analog and vice versa conversions but still 
embedded watermarks should be remained unchanged.

Security: The embedded water mark should become hard for tampering in any occasion with 
out the usage of secrete key. I.e. only content owner can change the embedded watermark. 
Because, with out this amount of security it is not possible for the search mechanism to 
identify the rightful owner to avoid copyright infringement

Performance: Embedder algorithm has to offer adequate performance in computing local 
and overall watermark controlling factor to embed watermarks else the overall file may have 
to loose its quality.

2.4 Active P2P Search Engine Framework

Digital watermarking is a passive technology of adding information into the content to be 
protected.  Therefore an active search mechanism for scanning potential copyright violations 
is needed. Only then the passive information embedded in the content can help to fight 
illegal copies. So, a Search Engine Framework approach is designed by Fraunhofer IPSI to 
retrieve watermarks from the content shared within the Internet. In the follow up sections we 
explain the conceptual architecture of the Search Engine Framework. 

2.4.1 Search Engine Frame Work: Definition

The process of identifying illegal works includes: Searching, downloading and detecting 
watermarks in those files. More over watermarking is a passive part which is described in the 
previous section. Unless, search and download files, detecting watermarks is not possible. 
That search is what the intended active mechanism on which our current work proceeds. 

Active Search Engine Framework is designed to search and download files for giving 
possiblity to detect watermarks. In the follow up sections, we will provide the conceptual 
architecture of the framework and posed quality requirements on it. The major advantage of 
the framework is its generality to all the P2P networks [2].

2.4.2 Framework Conceptual Architecture

To test performance of the Active Search Engine Framework, it is important to know what 
its search concept is, and what makes this frame work generalised for any kind of network. 
Figure 3 described the complete search concept. In the following section we will describe
according to [2] the figure 13 in detail.

FIGURE 3: Active Search Engine Framework

2.4.3 Search Concept

Search Manager: is the component which will accept the search string which is independent 
of any specific P2P network. The query string that is given to this search manager will be 
used to search all the networks. So it can be considered as the Meta search for all the P2P 
networks.
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Network Connector: is responsible for transforming the general search string given to the 
Search Manager to the specific P2P network search. To be more specific, this network 
connector must be aware of all the search criterions of P2P networks. 

Search Results: are the union of all the network results. Every P2P network search will 
yield specific result, so it is the duty of the Network connector to avoid duplicates to form 
the single Search result.

Download Handling: is responsible for downloading files from all the networks and save 
them locally.

Result Handling: is responsible for embedding and detecting watermarks in the locally 
saved files.

2.4.4 Generalised Framework Design

The Network Connector component of the Search Engine Framework is responsible for its 
generalisation. For instance, we describe how this framework works on BitTorrent and 
Gnutella networks with the following diagram. 

FIGURE 4: Generalization of Framework

The above diagram will work according to the following steps

1. “Search Manager” will take search parameters from the user and gives as an input to the 
Network Connector.

2. “Network connector” will transform that input to understandable format of GNC & BNC.   
GNC and BNC are the sub components of “Network connector” which does the specific 
network search and returns results to the top level Network connector.

3. The combined results of both the networks will be sent to “Search results” to form one 
result set. Normally, this process includes removing duplicates of the combined result. 

4. Now all the files of single result set will be downloaded and saved locally

5. Finally, detecting watermarks in the files saved locally.

Sub Components of Network Connector

The framework is generalised because of the sub components. In fact, these sub components 
are independent plug-ins designed for specific network search. So, the above frame work can 
be extended to any number of plug-ins. Hence, our implementation of this frame work is 
two-fold. First, a plug-in is needed for network specific search and second, integrating this 
plug-in into the framework.
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2.4.5 Frame work Performance

The sub components (Plug-ins) will influence the performance of the framework. Hence, the 
sub components designed must be an independent and perfectly runnable application under 
all the possible cases. Then that subcomponent can be integrated into framework.

Following are the posed quality requirements on the Active Search Engine Framework.

Scalability: From the analysis of the Search Engine Framework in the previous section, it is 
pretty clear that this framework must have excellent scalable feature for further 
improvements because addition/modification of the existing connector component is the part 
of design. So, the generalized feature has direct relation with scalability. This is 
implementation dependent.

Maintainability: Maintainability of the framework is also part of its design. The Network 
Connector component influences its maintainability. If any modification is done to the 
Network Connector it must not reflect those changes to the entire framework components. In 
fact, it is implementation specific.

Efficiency: The components “Network Connector” “download handling” & “result 
handling” are the crucial components for efficiency of the complete framework. In fact, it is 
implementation dependent. 

Extendibility: The ease with which the specific network connector can be modified to 
improve the over all framework performance will give the framework that much 
Extendibility. The Extendibility feature has direct relation with efficiency of the complete 
framework. Hence it is also implementation dependent.

Performance: If all the above posed quality requirements are not satisfied with 
implementation then, obviously the performance will be low. Hence this is also 
implementation dependent.

2.5 Summary

Digital watermarking is a process of adding information to content to be protected. There 
exist specific algorithms to embed and detect watermarks. In order to fight illegal copies an 
active search mechanism for scanning potential copyright violations is needed. As a result a 
generalised Search Engine Framework for all P2P networks is designed to scan potential 
copyright violations. Only then the embedded passive information can fight illegal copies
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3 BASICS: BITTORRENT NETWORK OVERVIEW 

AND AZUREUS API

This chapter mainly provides some technical terms and their definitions which are used 
throughout the report i.e. mainly in our implementation and validation process. The first 
section of the chapter will provide the BitTorrent File distribution process which is the 
source for deriving results for validation. In the second section we provide some 
architectural aspects of Azureus, a third party API used for our implementation.

3.1 BitTorrent Network: Definition

BitTorrent is a popular P2P file sharing protocol designed for transfering files among peers 
distributed across unreliable networks. Generally, BitTorrent protocol3 identifies the content 
by its URL. This protocol mainly designed to integrate, seamlessly with the web. Major 
advantage of this protocol over HTTP is, when multiple downloads for a file happens, 
concurrently the downloaders of file will upload each other. By this, it creates possibility for 
the file source to support very large amounts of downloaders. In the following lines we 
explain, the entire process of file distribution in detail.

Note: All the terms used under 3.1.x and 3.2.x will be used more frequently throughout rest 
of the report.

3.1.1 Process

The process of file distribution in BitTorrent Network includes, creating a torrent for the file 
to be shared, registering the torrent file with a tracker, placing the torrent file link on a 
website or else where, concurrently the downloaders of the files will upload each other. In the 
following lines, we explain each of the above mentioned steps in detail4. 

Creating the Torrent for the File to be shared:

Clients first create a torrent file. This is a small file which contains the Meta information of 
the file to be shared. Torrent files contain an “Announce” section and an “Info” section. Info 
section contains the name of the file, length of the file, the piece length used, hash value of 
each piece, which peers should use to check the integrity of the piece they receive. Announce 
section contains the Tracker URL, which provides the list of the peers which currently 
participating in the torrent. Finally, this Meta file will be named with a “.torrent” extension.

Registering the Torrent with a Tracker:

Once the Torrent is created, it has to be registered with a Tracker. A tracker is server which 
helps the peer communication using BitTorrent protocol. In fact, clients are required to 
communicate with tracker to start file download. The tracker tracks how much each peer is 
downloading and uploading, and what pieces they have, and provides information to the peer 
about location of the next piece availability. It is not uncommon for clients to communicate 
with tracker that have already begun the download to negotiate with new peers but initial 
reception of peer data is enough for peer communication. 

                                                     
3 http://www.bittorrent.org/protocol.html
4 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/BitTorrent
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Placing the Torrent Link on a website or else where:

Placing the torrent link on a website is a way of publicizing the torrent to the users who wish 
to download the file. This process is generally called as indexing. To synopsize, many 
BitTorrent websites will allow users to upload torrents and index with the tracker URL 
embedded with in them. Currently, there exists many BitTorrent websites acting as Trackers 
as well as indexing sites. Example of such a BitTorrent website is Mininova5 Search engine 
which is used in our implementation. 

Concurrently downloaders of the file will upload each other:

This is the major advantage of the BitTorrent network. Concurrently downloading and 
uploading will happen between peers to create a possibility to support very large amount of 
downloaders. This concurrent process consists of three distinct parts. Each of which has a 
significance in BitTorrent Network. In the following lines, we explain all the 3 distinct parts 
in brief.

Seed &Seeding: A peer with complete copy of the file is called “Seed”. If this peer uploads 
the file to other peers the process is called “Seeding”. 

Leechers: Likewise, a peer with incomplete copy of the file (only some pieces of the file) is 
called as “Leecher”. Upon downloading the complete file, a leecher is no more a leecher it 
becomes seed and it can also upload to other leechers. To Synopsize, a leecher can upload the 
pieces it possess to other leechers as well as can download the pieces it requires.

Swarm: All the peers (seeds + leechers) concurrently downloading and uploading a file each 
other forms a Swarm.

Note: If ‘N’ seeds & 0 leechers exist for a file that gives ‘N’ number of chances to download 
the complete file. If ‘N’ leechers and 0 seeds exist for a file that gives only 1 chance if and 
only if all the leechers form to have a complete copy.  This principle is used in our 
implementation to filter torrents with seeds <1.

3.1.2 File Distribution Process Diagram

The Complete File distribution phases in BitTorrent Network, drawn in the diagram (s) 
below, are described completely after all the diagram(s).

FIGURE 5: Download Torrent & Contact Tracker

                                                     
5 http://www.mininova.org
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FIGURE 6: Hand Shaking With Peers

FIGURE 7: Downloading Pieces from Peers
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FIGURE 8: Concurrent Uploading & Downloading

Complete File distribution process is described according to the following steps:

1. As seen in figure 5, peer A is downloading the torrent files from the web server and 
extracts the embedded tracker URL from the Announce section of that Torrent file. 

2. Then, sends a request for announce of Peers List to the tracker.
3. Tracker responds with peers list, which contains the IP addresses & port on which the 

peers are listening.
4. In the figure 6, file download will start with hand shaking with Peers. Peer A is hand 

shaking with both Peer B and Peer C.
5. After Hand shake, the file download will start by downloading the required pieces. Peer 

A in the figure 7 is a leecher which is downloading pieces from a seed (Peer B) and from 
another leecher (Peer c).

6. In the figure 8, Peer A and C are downloding & uploading each other.  Peer B is seeding 
Peer A. Peers A, B, C forms a “Swarm”. In this swarm, only Peer B has the complete 
copy of the file. Hence Peers A & C are Leechers and Peer B is Seed.

7. As mentioned in the process, once download has begun, Peer A can once again contact 
tracker to negotiate with new peers.

8. Tracker is sending the updated peers list to Peer A as show in figure 8.

3.1.3 BitTorrent Protocol

The file distribution process explained so far is governed by BitTorrent Network specific 
protocol. It will be out of the scope of the current work to present complete protocol suit. 
Only, 2 distinct areas of the protocol suit are important for our implementation. In the 
following lines, we listed those two distinct areas of the protocol followed by their brief 
explanation.

1. Bencoding Standard
2. Tracker6 Protocol

                                                     
6 http://wiki.theory.org/BitTorrentSpecification#Tracker_HTTP.2FHTTPS_Protocol
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Bencoding standard

Bencoding pronounced as “Bee Encoding”. It is the method of encoding binary data. Inter-
peer Communication, Tracker responses & the torrent file will be in bencoded format. It is 
important to remember two aspects: 

1. The purpose of this representation is to make the Tracker, Inter-Peer Communication and 
torrent file to be more concise and effective. 

2. There also exists some part of the Inter-Peer (Hand-Shake) and Tracker (Request) 
communication will not be bencoded but have to be properly escaped. 

The following are the datatypes used in Bencoded data:

1. Byte Strings
Syntax: <<length>> : <<String>>
Ex: “BitTorrent” 
Bencoded Form: 10: BitTorrent

2. Integers
Syntax: I <<Integer base 10 >> e
Ex: 10 
Bencoded Form: i10e

3. Lists
Syntax: l <<list values>> e
Ex: {“one“,“ two”}
Bencoded Form: l 3: one3: twoe

4. Dictionaries
Syntax d<<String>><<element>>e
Ex: Combination of all the above lists, integers and byte strings

Tracker Protocol

The service provided by Tracker is a HTTP service. The communication with tracker 
invloves the both Bencoded an UnBencoded forms. The request from clients helps the 
Tracker to keep track the stastical information about the torrent. The request object is not 
Bencoded but have to be properly escaped. Where as the response from the Tracker is 
Bencoded string and includes the complete list of peers (IP addresses and ports) that help 
client to download the file. 

Table 1: Key-Value pairs of Tracker request

KEY VALUE DESCRIPTION

Info_hash 20 byte SHA1 hash Hash Value of the file.

Peer_id 20 byte String
It is a randomly generated Unique 
ID. Inter-peer communication will 
start by exchange of this ID.

Ip (optional) A true IP address
IP of the peer, which is requesting 
tracker

Port Port number
Port number on which Client 
application is running. 

Uploaded Numeric value
The total number of bytes of the file 
uploaded to other peers.
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Downloaded Numeric Value
The total number of bytes of the file 
downloaded from other peers.

Compact Either 0 or 1
0: Compact response from tracker.
1: Detailed response from tracker

Started
First ever request to the tracker 
must include the event as started.

Completed
After file is downloaded completely 
then the client have to include 
completed.

Event

Stopped
This event occurs when client 
shutdown gracefully.

Numwant 
(optional)

Numeric value
Specifies, total number of peers 
required in response. By default 50.

Table 2: Key-Value pairs of Tracker Response

KEY VALUE DESCRIPTION

Failure Reason String
In case of a failure message it 
provides the human readable 
message of why? Request failed.

Warning 
Message

String Message
New Entry added to protocol 
similar to failure reason.

Interval Integer
The duration client has to wait 
before sending next request.

Min Interval Integer
This is the minimum duration the 
client has to wait before it 
reannounces.

Tracker Id String
This is the string which client has to 
send to tracker with every further
announce. 

Complete Integer
Total number of seeds in the peers 
list

Incomplete Integer Total number of leechers in the list 

Peers List of Dictionaries
A Bencoded dictionary, which 
contains the list of IP address & 
port numbers of the peers.

3.2 Azureus API Support in our Application for 
BitTorrent Network Search

In our implementation we have chosen BitTorrent network because it is most prominent for 
illegal content sharing. So to identify illegal files in the BitTorrent Network, one needs to 
download files and detect watermarks in those files.  Downloading files is also crucial and 
important part of the implementation. We have identified two alternatives for downloading 
files. 

First, implementing download part with in the application and second, integrating compatible 
open source API into the application. First alternative offers better performance but it makes 
the application more specific and limited to our features. Second alternative offers 
comparatively less performance but gives wider scope and possibility to use many features. 
This is required for our validation. Hence we have chosen second alternative for our final 
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build. Many open source API’s are available today, but the application needs a java 
compatible API for best performance to download files with less resource requirements. For 
that reason we have chosen “Azureus API”. Furthermore, we will explain why the Azureus 
API has been mainly chosen for this work.

3.2.1 What Is Azureus API?

Azureus API is a beta java based BitTorrent program that enables developers to easily 
develop plug-in applications for BitTorrent network. This API can be used by developers 
who are interested in using “Azureus Core” as source in their applications. Developers write 
software programs that connect to core. The entire communication with the peers is 
performed via this core. In the following lines, we explain Azureus Core in detail. 

3.2.2 Azureus Core: Definition

Azureus Core consists of various managers, each of which has its own management scheme 
to run concurrently and can therefore carry out efficient downloading. In order to 
communicate with core, the following is the necessary build required in our application. 
Creating & starting Azure Core, instantiating and starting global manager, adding one or 
more download managers to global manager, configuring disk manager and peer manager to 
download managers and finally starting all downloads. In the following lines, we explain 
each of the above mentioned steps in detail. 

Creating & Starting Azureus Core

Azureus API provides a built in factory in the form of “Azureus Core Factory” to create and 
start Azureus Core. Once core started, our application will have access to all the managers. It 
is important to stop the core before exiting from our application. The reason, it will continue 
to run on a dedicated port (port no: 6886) and throws a “Bind Exception” if application 
attempts to recreate an instance of core. 

Instantiating and starting Global Manager

Once core is available the first accessible manager is, Global Manager. This manager will 
does global monitoring of all activities under core. Only Azureus core can create and start 
this global manager. Only, one global manager exists under core at any point of time. To 
synopsize, starting & stopping global manager will start and stop all the activities of the core. 
By this, ends the configuration phase of the core.

Adding one or more Download Managers to Global Manager

Generally, a download manager is responsible for downloading a file from peers. Our search 
application may have one more download managers running concurrently to carry parallel 
downloads. Hence, managing download managers is the crucial part in our search 
application. The reason, these download managers will spawn multiple threads for 
concurrent operations. So, there is a vulnerability to consume more CPU processing power. 
To avoid this, our application imposes filter policy to improve performance. Apart from this, 
our search application uses a built in feature of the Azureus API to start and stop individual 
download managers to ensure the only active download managers will be in the global 
manager’s queue. This also shows a good improvement of the performance.

It is also important to monitor global manager not to allocate slots to lazy download 
managers. This is completely implementation specific. Download manager does the rest of 
the activities in downloading a file. The monitoring process includes, checking disk space 
availability for the file in the local system, managing peers for simultaneous uploads and 
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downloads and finally closing connections upon user action else it will continue to seed the 
downloaded file to the rest of the leechers in the swarm.  

Lazy download manager(s): Once a torrent is added to the Azureus global manager’s queue, 
a specific download manager will be allocated to it. In most of the times the download 
manager will have to wait for sources (peers) to download the file. If no sources are found 
for long duration this torrent and its download manager will be treated as inactive (lazy). So 
they have to be deleted from the queue so that the slot could be available for other active 
torrents. This continuous monitoring for inactive download managers will improve download 
speed.

Configuring Disk Manager and Peer Manager to Download Manager

Checking disk space availability for the file in the local system, managing peers for 
simultaneous uploads and downloads are the activities of Download manager. In fact, Disk 
Manager and Peer Manager do this.  It is important to know that configuring these managers 
is not done explicitly. The reason, upon adding download manager to global manager, 
download manager itself does this configuration. In our application, we have added some 
listeners to our download component to obtain the instances of Disk and Peer Managers. By 
this, Azureus Core could be integrated into our portal. The Complete Azureus Core 
communication process is drawn in the diagram below.

FIGURE 9: Azureus Core Communication Process Diagram

3.2.3 Advantages of Azureus to be utilised in our application

1. Ability to change the order of download managers in the queue. This ensures, slots will 
not be allocated to the lazy download managers. 

2. Ability to stop seeding after downloding the complete file
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3. Avoids duplication of download managers in the queue. At any point of time only one 
download manager for a file will be maintained.

4. Ability to increase Upload and download speed.

3.2.4 Limits of Azureus to be managed in our application

Consumption of CPU processing power is very high. Causes for this 100% CPU utilization 
are installation of more than one JRE in the system and Improper management of Azureus 
Core and its associated download managers.

3.3 Summary

In this chapter, we provided the BitTorrent Network file distribution process along with 
required protocol description. All the terms and definition figured out in this chapter will be 
used vigorously in rest of the report. The sections of this chapter are completely in lined for 
our implementation. In the second part we have provided some important explanations of a 
Third party API, Azureus. Its architecture is also provided which is the base for our 
implementation. Hence we are expected to use all these relevant terms and definitions after 
this chapter in the implementation & validation process.
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4 SOFTWARE APPLICATION: PROPOSED 

ARCHITECTURE OF COMBINED 

IMPLEMENTATION FOR BITTORRENT NETWORK 

In this chapter we present the combined implementation of the mechanisms using Java. 
Majority of the sections in this chapter will have the implementation specific information. 
But we maintained the chapter not to overwhelm with programming aspects. The sections of 
this chapter are in lined for our implementation. The first section of the chapter provides the 
architecture we designed for implementation and the second section of this chapter will 
provide the implementation process with all the system requirements, flow, and sequence 
followed by execution view of the implementation.

4.1 Conceptual Design of Implementation

In the second chapter of this report we introduced Active Search Engine Framework and 
Passive Digital watermarking mechanisms. This section will once again revisit them with 
their combined implementation as a software application. So the rest of the chapter will 
completely provide the conceptual view of their combined implementation. 

4.1.1 Overall Activities invloved in the Implementation process:

Before discussing the conceptual design, we provide an overview on sequence of activities 
involved in the implementation process. Inorder to perform these activities a concrete 
architecture is required. In fact, we have used this sequence as the main yard stick for the 
conceptual design.

1. Configuring search keyword
2. Sending request to Mininova search engine to search torrent files 
3. Accessing search results in the form of RSS7 feeds.
4. Downloading and parsing RSS feeds using.
5. Extraction of torrent source links from the RSS feeds
6. Downloading torrents from the Mininova search engine
7. Configuring filters to improve download speed
8. Sending request to Tracker to impose filters
9. Receiving Tracker response and filtering torrents which does not satisfy the filter policy
10.Request Azureus Core to download files of successful torrents
11.Downloading files and saving them locally.
12.Detecting embedded water marks in the files saved locally.
13.Displaying watermark result to user.

All the above mentioned activities and their sequences are described in the figure 10.

                                                     
7 http://www.mnot.net/rss/tutorial/
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FIGURE 10: Implementation Process Diagram

4.1.2 Initial Design: Proposed Architecture

In the previous chapter we provided the importance of Azureus Core in our application. In 
this section, Active Search Engine Framework implementation is provided with Azureus 
Integration. The figure 11 provides the initial design which doesn’t include the Passive 
watermarking mechanism because for the sake of reducing complexity in understanding. But 
in the later sections of this chapter the whole design will be figured out.
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FIGURE 11: Initial Conceptual Design

BitTorrent Network Connector: BitTorrent Network in the figure 11 figure is the 
BitTorrent implementation part of the Active Search Engine Framework. Still Gnutella 
Network Connector not yet developed. So, the framework only contains the BitTorrent
Network Connector. In fact, BitTorrent Network Component in the above diagram shown
with Azureus core connection could not yield required performance because it is scheduled 
to do the following time consuming activities. 

1. Receiving search results from search engine 
2. Parsing the results.
3. Downloading torrents.
4. Filtering torrents 
5. Downloading files from peers.

In the above list of scheduled activities, downloading files is the most time consuming 
process followed by filtering torrents. These two activities not only time consuming but also 
resource consuming activities in their own respects. The idea behind performing filtering 
activity is to speed up file download process by filtering lazy torrents. But with the current 
design there is every chance for complete system to get overloaded with new search results
waiting in the queue to attain running state. This could create a dead lock situation.

The activities we outlined in figure 10 can be performed by the initial design. In fact, we 
conducted some basic tests on this initial design the results are not satisfactory. It is also
pretty clear the initial design is not matured for an application with performance and 
efficiency as the posed quality requirements. As a result, the limitations identified in the 
section 3.2.4 could become another overhead on the application. Hence we identified a need 
for transformed design.

The only option after a thorough analysis on the initial design is transformation. Hence, we 
have proposed a transformed architecture which best suit our requirements and fulfil our 
objectives of this research thesis. We will validate this architecture in the validation process 
with some real time tests. But in the follow up section we will provide the transformed 
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architecture with its functional description and implement that architecture for the software 
application.

4.1.3 Transformed Design: Proposed Architecture 

Before we describe the transformed architecture, it is important to figure out the specific 
reasons for this transformed design for which we have to provide solution. Based on the 
information available at [5] this architecture is designed especially to maintain the complete 
implementation more scalable, maintainable and flexible. In the next section we will 
describe our architecture components. All the below mentioned reasons will be validated 
with respect to the transformed design in the validation process.

Reasons for proposing layered architecture:

1. To improve system performance with time and resource consuming activities.
2. Most of the download slots allocated to lazy download managers 
3. No proper management of the Global manager download Queue 
4. No more the Active Search Engine Framework is scalable, efficient and extendable.

Hence, we have designed a new approach for the improvement of Active Search Engine 
Framework performance, scalability and efficiency. We will revisit the above mentioned 
reasons in validation process with respect to Active Search Engine Framework and the 
proposed architecture. In this part, we will provide how the architecture is transformed but 
not the issues that improved performance, scalability and Efficiency of the implementation. 
All these will be discussed in the validation process. Our idea is to separate the tasks of the 
Azureus core into individual layers. This reduces overhead on Azureus Core.

First Task: Torrent Download Component

This is the first additional task performed by the BitTorrent Network Connector. When user 
provides the search request, that will sent as an Http Request to the Search engine (Ex: 
Mininova) which is a repository of Metafiles (”.torrents”). All the results matching this 
search crieteria will be sent as an Http Response. There is a possiblity of sending two default 
responses by the search engine if the search crieteria is not fulfilled. 

1. First case, if the search engine could not find the requested number of results then it will 
send the available results (it might be 0 results also). 

2. Second case, If the search engine couldn’t find any specific number of results in the 
request Object then first 20 exact matches will be sent as the response. 

Second Task: Apply Filters Component

Filters are the second additional task to eliminate unwanted torrents before adding to 
Azureus Core to increase file download speed. This idea figured out with excellent outcome. 
As a result, download slots will be perfectly allocated to active torrents which guarantees the 
file downloads. Three important aspects we introduced for filtering process:

Tracker Role in Filtering Process: Additionally, to make our approach more concrete we 
have introduced the tracker role into filtering process. This idea also worked out well for 
framework improved performance. In fact, tracker response is now crucial for filtering 
torrents.  

Hash Filters in filtering process: is to ensure, not to download file for twice. Once a file is 
downloaded the hash value of that file will be stored in the database. This hash value will be 
obtained from the Metafile. For instance, Storing hash values in the database will ensure that 
the file already exists in our local system. So if the same file found in further search will be 
filtered. The reason, we have the file already.
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Note: The tracker and database role will be described in detail in the execution design of the 
Apply filters component with its activity picture. 

Filtering Policy: A typical filtering policy might be of this form: User may require torrents 
which have more peers (Seeds + leechers) and files of size less then 200 MB. In such case, 
the details of peers will be available only at the Tracker and of course size of the file can be 
extracted from the Metafile itself. Hence an http request will be sent to tracker for the details 
of the peers that currently available from which the file can be downloaded.  If the response 
of the tracker doesnt satisfies the user requirement (Filter policy) the torrent will be filtered. 

Third Task:  File Download & Detect Component

The strength in transformed architecture is separation of all the additional tasks into separate 
layers. For instance, torrent download is seperated from file download. The results of every 
search will be added to the download queue and the component responsible for downloading 
the files will pick entires in the queue and starts download. So for further search users need 
not wait until download of files of the prior search finished. Finally, Downloaded files will 
be given for Watermark detector application. 

All the activities and their interactions described so far are provided in the figure 12.

FIGURE 12: Transformed Conceptual Design

4.1.4 Final Design: Integrating Watermark Embedder & Detector
Algorithms into Architecture

It is important to understand that the figure 13 is the complete implementation of Active 
Search Engine Framework, BitTorrent Network connector and watermarking algorithms. 
Now we will provide the final design of the whole integration. This design gives the 
complete view of how application works with our new approach. In the following lines we 
provide an overview of the watermark Embedder and Detector algorithms integrated into our 
framework Implementation.
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Watermark Algorithm Manager:  It is a general interface to the all kinds of media files. 
I.e. for all audio, video and image files. Only the media file is the input to this algorithm 
manager then the relevant algorithm will be called for detection of watermarks. This 
interface is integrated into our framework implementation rather than individual algorithms. 

Figure 13 provides the following components and their connections. 

1. How BitTorrent Network Connector connected to Active P2P Search Engine Framework
2. How Azureus Core connected to BitTorrent Network Connector
3. How Watermarking algorithms connected to the BitTorrent Network Connector.

Note: 

1. Section 4.1.3 provides the description of BitTorrent Network Connector Component
2. Section 2.4 provides the description of Active Search Engine Framework.
3. Section 3.2 provides the description of Azureus core 

FIGURE 13: Final Conceptual Design

4.1.5 Final Design works according to the following steps 

Below are the scheduled tasks of the components described in the architecture of the 
figure13.

Task 1: User configured search parameters are the input for Torrent Download Component. 
Parameters include, search keyword, Category, filters, number of search results. In case 
filters not configured, Torrent Download component perform default activities.

Task 2: Torrent download Component is now responsible to search relevant Torrents in the 
Search engine and obtains results. In this case also a default action is assigned to this 
component. If requested number of results is not available then, it retrieves the available 
number of results from the search engine. 
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Task 3: Once all the torrents are downloaded, this component is also responsible for saving 
them locally. Now all the torrents saved locally will be given as an input to Filter 
Component.

Task 4: Filter component will apply the configured filters on the torrents. As a part of this 
filtering process it will contact tracker to obtain the peers-list. Upon obtaining the peers list 
Filter component will filter all the torrents which don’t match the filter policy. All the 
torrents passed filter policy will be given as an Input to the File download and Detect 
component.

Task 5: File Download and detect is responsible for adding all the torrents passed filter 
policy to the download Queue of the Azureus Core. All the torrents added will monitored by 
this component to detect & delete the lazy download managers in the queue. Apart from this 
continuous monitoring process, its major task is to download files from BitTorrent network.

Task 6: Once the file is downloaded, File download and Detect will detect embedded water 
mark. 

4.2 Execution Design 

In this section, we document, how the application has been implemented, that means which 
platform, the activity picture of all the sub components of the BitTorrent Network 
Connector. In the previous section we have provided the sub components of the BitTorrent
Network Connector figured out with our approach will provide with their activity picture. To 
synopsize, this section provides the complete execution view of the application.

4.2.1 The Java Platform

Current application uses support of some widely used java technologies. Technologies 
include: Java Swing API, Streaming API for XML parsing (SJSXP) and Java standard API. 
We also have many strong reasons of choosing java platform for our work.

Reason 1: Java offers concurrent execution of the threads of different processes by 
providing separate thread of control. Concurrency is very important for the application where 
GUI plays vital role. Where in our case, upon giving search key crieteria, the process of 
search, applying filters and downloading of files will be done. In such a case the GUI will 
get unresponsive to user input. So threads will avoid this kind of temporary dead lock 
situation for user and allow users to visualize the status information of every instance of the 
search.

Reason 2: Java offers cross platform nature, where application developed for one operating 
system can also run on different operating systems and this support is could be an added 
feature for our search application where the this application can also be used on other 
platforms to perform search in BitTorrent.  

Reason 3: One of the java greatest features is automatic reclaiming of memory through the 
process of garbage collection. This feature is also very important for our search application 
because saving files locally requires a huge memory space. Objects that are no more 
referenced to in the program are automatically, collected by the garbage collector.
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4.2.2 RSS Feeds & Java Streaming Parser  

Introduction to RSS 8 (Really Simple Syndication):

In Most of the websites content will change at regular intervals and of course on an 
unpredictable schedule. Examples of such website are, community sites, news related sites, 
weblogs etc. People who generally interested in these sites need constant checking of 
updated information. Of course, this is a tedious process. Hence to provide a better way of 
notifying new and the updated content on the website, RSS Feeds is a better way. RSS is a 
XML-based representation that is used for the syndication of the lists and hyperlinks along 
with the metadata. These RSS Feeds are used in our application. The results matching the 
search keyword from the Mininova search engine will be sent as RSS Feed. This document 
will contain all the source links (URL) of torrents along with their metadata. 

A typical RSS feed for the Keyword “Madonna” will look like in the figure 14.

FIGURE 14: Mininova Search Engine RSS Feed Response

Introduction to Java Streaming Parser: (StAX)

Streaming Parser9 is used in our search application. This parser is a standard, bidirectional 
and event based parser. The reasons we understood from10 for using this parser rather than 
Simple API for XML parsing (SAX) or Document Object Model (DOM) is, it offer simpler 
programming model than SAX and efficient memory management than DOM for parsing 
XML documents. RSS Feeds returned by Search engine are parsed using this parser. To 

                                                     
8 http://www.mnot.net/rss/tutorial/
9 http://java.sun.com/webservices/docs/1.6/tutorial/doc/SJSXP.html
10 http://java.sun.com/javaee/5/docs/tutorial/doc/StAX2.html#wp103460
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synopsize, this parser offers high performance stream filtering, modification and processing 
of XML documents with less memory requirements.

4.2.3 The First Component: Torrent Download

This is the first component of the application figured out from our approach. This component 
is responsible for sending Request to Search engine, getting returned results, saving them, 
parsing them, extracting source links and downloading torrents from the specified sources. In 
the following lines, we explain each of the above mentioned steps in detail. 

Sending Request to Search Engine:

In out implementation we mainly used, Mininova Search engine to search torrents, because, 
it provides convenient way to search torrents and above all, this search engine will 
continuously update its database with new torrents which is required for our search 
application. When a request is sent to search engine, it returns results according to their 
relevancy and sorted according to the date. The number of results returned depends on the 
request number or the availability number. The application first sends the request to Search 
engine via Java URLConnection class. This application interface has many useful features 
for preparing search crieteria by offering the developers with the possibility to:

1. Set the Search Request,
2. Set Maximal number of results to be returned
3. Set filters to exclude the unwanted torrents.
4. Get information about the returned torrents (Extracting Meta information).

If the request was wrongly spelled, an empty RSS feed will be sent with zero results. 
Otherwise results will be sent according to search crieteria relevancy. The results sent may 
vary from request to request because of constant updation of its database.

Getting Results and saving them locally:

The search engine results are parsed and source links of the torrents will be extracted. Now, 
application starts concurrent threads for downloading torrents. Each thread will handle a 
torrent. This enables the application provides the good performance even though application 
uses more CPU processing power. The thread count will depend on the number of results 
requested to the search engine. Concurrent thread execution also keeps the GUI responsive 
for user input while torrents download. Once torrents are downloaded they will be stored 
locally. 

Overall Activity Picture of the Torrent Download Component:

The Torrent Download process diagram provided in figure 15 and described next to it.
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FIGURE 15: Torrent Download Component

The Torrent Download component works according to the Following steps:

1. The files, that are used to store the results are first created and initialised. These are the 
“SearchResults.xml” and “Torrent.log”.  The SearchResults.xml is used to store the 
search results and Torrent.log is used the log any error message encountered.

2. Then Search query parameters are set. These are the “Search Keyword”, “Number of 
results”, “Media type”.

3. After that, request is sent to Search engine.
4. Getting search results from the search engine.
5. If total results are not zero then continues at step 6 other wise application is ended. User 

has to start the concrete search again. 
6. The results are saved in the files “SearchResults.xml”. 
7. The file is then parsed using the “Streaming Parser to extract the source links of the 

Torrents.
8. Then second request is sent to Search engine for every source link available in the result 

file. 
9. Download torrents from Search engine and proceeds to 10th step. 
10.At last, the torrents are saved locally with the same name obtained from the 

“SearchResults.xml”.

The “Torrent.log” and the torrents saved locally will be accessed by the Next component
“Filters”.

4.2.4 The Second Component: Filters Component

The second component figured out in our approach is filter component. This component is 
responsible for configuring filters, sending request to tracker, getting response from tracker 
and apply filters on the torrents saved locally. Tracker information is crucial in applying 
filters. Finally, successful torrents will be added to the download queue. In the following 
lines, we explain each of the above mentioned steps in detail. 
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Filter Policy: Configuration

As stated in the modelling section, filters play vital role in improving download speed. 
Configuring filters is a bit tricky. So, choosing appropriate filter policy depends on the user 
requirement. In general, for configuring filters this application interface has many useful 
features including providing users with the possiblity to:

1. Set the “Max Size” of the file. For Ex: Files < 200 MB size.
2. Set Minimum Number of Seeds required for download. 
3. Set Maximum Number of Leechers required for download.
4. Set Hash filter.
5. Set above filters as default filter policy for every search.
6. Get information about the Filtering process in the execution window of the application.

(Refer chapter -2 for seeds, leechers, Max Size and Tracker for Details)

Tracker Role: Tracker Request and Response

As mentioned in the modelling section, Tracker information is crucial in applying filters. The 
seeds and leechers information configured in the filter policy will be available only at the 
tracker. So, request will be sent to tracker for every torrent. Alternatively, if the application 
has multiple torrents from single tracker then a combined request will be sent. Sending 
request to tracker will work in the following way. The convention specifies, passing 
“Info_hash” (available in Metafile) of the torrent on its URL’s query string, hoping that 
tracker will send back response on that hash. In case of multiple torrents Multi-hash request 
on its URL’s query string will be sent11.  

For Ex, Request: http://tracker/scrape?info_hash=xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

The returned response can be whether tracker is OK or offline. The failure reason if it is 
offline or number of seeds, leechers, minimum time interval to wait for the next request, total 
number times the torrent is recorded as completely downloaded etc. Response will be in 
Bencoded format except the failure reason which is human readable String. In case of Multi-
hash request, hoping that tracker will send back response on each “Info_hash”. 

For Ex Response: Bencoded string

“7d5:filesd20:xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxd8:completei2e10:downloadedi0e10:incompletei4e4:
name12:xxxxxxxxxxxxee5:flagsd20:min_request_intervali3600eee”

Hash Filters: MySQL Database for storing file hashes

Hash filters are also important for filtering process. Once the file is downloaded it would be 
needed to store file hash (available in metafile) in the database to ensure that file will not be 
downloaded for twice. We have introduced this aspect but not included in the architecture we 
proposed. The reason, still it is in the stage of proposal. But we developed a prototype to test 
this idea and the results have shown clearly the need of this idea in the complete design. We 
strongly believe that database layer could be added to the architecture in future course of 
action.

Applying Filters:

This is the final part of this component. Configured filters will applied on every torrent. 
Torrents will be filtered which doesn’t satisfy the filter policy. Rest, will be added to the 
download queue.

                                                     
11 http://www.azureuswiki.com/index.php/Scrape
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Overall Activity Picture of the Filter Component:

The Filter component process, drawn in the figure 16, is described on the next to it.

FIGURE 16: Filter Component

The component works according to the Following steps:

1. The filter policy will be initialised & configured with required parameters.  The interface 
of this application will provide every possible option to configure filters. 

2. If Hash filter is configured then continues at step 3 other wise continues at step 4.  
3. Hash filter will be applied on the torrent. This is to ensure that file will not download

twice. If hash match is found in the database then the torrent will be filtered. The reason 
file already exists in the local system. Application is ended.

4. Request will be sent to tracker with the “Info_hash” of the torrent. In case of Multi-hash 
request multiple “Info_hash” values will be sent with request as query string.

5. Getting response from the Tracker.
6. If response is a failure reason application ended and failure reason will be logged other 

wise application continues at the step 7.
7. Bencoded Response will be extracted and filters will be applied based on the configured 

values.
8. If tracker response satisfies the filter policy torrent continues at the step 9 other wise 

torrent will be filtered. The reason torrent is not of user requirement. Application ended.
9. At last, all the successful torrents will be added the download queue and gets available to 

the next component.

The download queue generated by this component will be used by FileDownload & detect.
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4.2.5 The Component: FileDownload & Detect

The third component of the implementation is, “FileDownload & detect” which is 
responsible for downloading & detecting watermarks in the files. To synopsize, this 
component is responsible for Starting Azureus, creating download managers for all the 
entires in the queue, downloading and saving files locally, embedding or detecting 
watermarks in the files saved locally. In the following lines, we explain each of the above 
mentioned steps in detail. 

Starting Azureus Core:

We have already described the functionality of the Azureus in previous chapters. All the 
required setup for communicating with Azureus will be done by this component. In general, 
this application interface has many useful features including providing users with the 
possiblity to:

1. Ability to add and delete download managers in the global manager’s queue
2. Ability to start the download of last entries of the queue
3. Ability to remove downloading files. 
4. Getting information about status of downloading file (Ex: transfer rate, percent of file 

downloaded)
5. Getting information about existence of watermark in the downloaded file
6. Getting information about the process of download in the status window

Creating download managers for all the entries in the queue

Creating download managers is the crucial part of our filedownload & detect component. 
The reason, the performance of the complete search application will depend on the download 
managers. Of course as we mentioned before, it is completely implementation specific.  
Continuous monitoring of the entires in the queue is the part of the performance tuning. At 
any point of time only active download managers will be allocated the download slots. Rest 
of the lazy download managers will be removed and giving space for new entires which 
ensures the complete file download. 

Downloading and saving files locally

Once the download managers are ready, our search application will send a request to 
Azureus core to start downloads. All the downloaded files will be saved locally. Generally, 
downloading files is a time consuming process hence threads will be spawned for concurrent 
file download. In fact, we rely on Azures API to download files so we have very less control 
on threads and their states. The scheme that Azureus adopted to download files is, at any 
point of time only two (file download) threads will be in running state. If any thread waits 
for more sources (peers) then state will be changed to wait and next entry from queue will 
attain running state. 

Note: We improved download speed with this scheme by deleting threads in wait state for 
long duration. So that, at any instance no inactive threads will be occupying the download 
slot in the Azureus queue. In fact, this monitoring is a continuous process until the Azureus 
global manager’s queue gets empty.

Detecting Watermarks

This is the last part of our entire application. All the files saved locally, will be given for 
watermarking application. Watermarking application has two different algorithms, 
Embedder and Detector. Our search application has ability to communicate with Detector 
and the results will be display in the user interface.
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Overall Activity Picture of the FileDownload & Detect component drawn in the figure 17 is 
described on the next to it.

FIGURE 17: File Download & Detect Component

The component works according to the Following steps:

1. If the Azureus Core is already running it continues at step 3 other wise continues at the 
step 2.

2. Configuring Azureus includes, creating and starting Core and global managers. 
3. Add one or more download managers to global manager Queue based on the search 

results (queue).
4. Start all downloads.
5. If any inactive download manager detected. It continues at step 7 other wise continues at 

step 6. Generally, causes for inactiveness includes, drastic drop in transfer rate, waiting 
for enough sources to download file.

6. If file download is finished it continues at step 9 other wise continues at step 8. 
7. Removing that download manager from the queue and free up resources required for 

other download managers.
8. If queue is empty it continues at step 12 other wise it continues at step 5.
9. Saving the file locally.
10. Running watermarking process to detect embedded watermark on the locally saved files 
11. The results of the watermarks will be displayed on the screen and continues at step 8.
12. Azureus core & global manager will be stopped.
13. Ends the application.
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4.3 Program Sequence Diagram

The program sequence is drawn in the figure 18  and explained on the next part.

FIGURE 18: Program Sequence

The Program Sequence works in the following way:

1. The user starts the application by opening the GUI.
2. The GUI is displayed.
3. The user provides the search input into the text areas.
4. The application checks whether or not the input is valid.
5. If input is valid then application continues to step 6 other wise an error message will be 

displayed and user has to provide the input again.
6. Threads are created to allow GUI to remain responsive while other components are 

working, because the status of the application will be displayed parallel in GUI.
7. Then Torrent download, Filters and File download & detect components will run and in 

parallel the processing status will be displayed in the GUI
8. Finally, the watermark result will be displayed on interface for user.
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4.4 Implemented Software Application 

Its aim is to provide interface for user to give input and visualise the status and the outputs of 
the application. Due to the fact that the TorrentDownload, Filters and File download & 
detect computations will consume some time, we used threads for to allow GUI to remain 
responsive while the other components are working. All the threads and their associated 
resources will be cleared to maintain the required performance. Torrent download 
component will spawn multiple threads and this count depends on the number of search 
results yielded. Where as, filters and File download components are called in the same 
thread. 

4.4.1 Graphical User Interface:

The application we have implemented works according to our architecture presented in the 
section 4.1.4 and performs all the activities mentioned in the section 4.1.1. This application 
could be a firm source for identifying the illegal contents in BitTorrent networks.  Still many 
more popular networks are there for implementation. But we are pretty sure that the features 
we have provided can be the generalised for the entire P2P network search. In the follow up 
section we figure out the features that the current version as shown in the figure 19 will 
provide.

FIGURE 19: Implemented Software Tool
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4.4.2 Provided Features

The current version of the Active Search Engine Framework implementation is a platform 
independent application with user friendly graphical user interface. Features which are 
currently provided in the current implementation are:

 Search Criteria
 Configuring Filters (BitTorrent specific feature)
 File/Directory selection (Browse)
 Embedding and Detecting Watermark
 Removing lazy download managers 
 “Select all” feature
 Search Result panel
 File download panel
 Watermark Panel

While analysing for results, the performance of the following components have direct 
influence on the efficiency of the application build on top of our architecture.

 Mininova search
 Torrent download
 Tracker Communication
 Applying Filters
 File download & detect

Available options with the above application to manipulate with every concrete search 
are:

Search Criteria:
 Search keyword 
 Number of results 
 Media Type
 Files of only specific size (File size)
 Apply Default filters option
 Hash filters Option.
 Clear search results

Filters Panel
 Option to select number of leechers (BitTorrent specific)
 Option to select number of Seeds (BitTorrent specific)

File Download panel
 Select all option
 Remove downloads from Queue

Download queue
 Set force start
 Remove entries from queue

Watermark panel
 File location
 Watermark message
 Detect
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Brief description of some components of the Interface:

Clear Button:   This is used to clear the current search results. Of course, a new search 
automatically clears the current search results, but the same can be done manually.

Remove Download(s): All the Inactive download managers can be removed from the 
Azureus queue. This also affects the entries in the download queue.

Apply & set as Default: After configuring filters, these filters can be set as default filter for 
further search as well as the same filters for next session.

Restore Defaults: To restore default filter policy.

Remove from Queue: To remove selected files from the queue. Once these are removed then 
the corresponding download manager will also gets removed.

Set Force start: This allows users to create download managers for the last entries in the 
download queue. This enables the queue to gets random shuffle. 

4.5 Summary

In this chapter the initial conceptual design created performance over head on the framework 
because of several reasons mentioned in 4.1.3. Hence we have transformed to a new 
architecture on the basis of separation of tasks. As a result, few new additional components
are figured out and described in detail in 4.1.4. All the activity pictures of the components 
figured out in the new transformed architecture are derived in the relavent sections. In the 
end of the chapter we also provided the program sequence of our implementation. In the next 
chapter we will validate our architecture with respect posed quality requirements of the 
framework.

.
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5 VALIDATION OF IMPLEMENTATION ON THE TOP 

OF OUR PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE

In this chapter we provided evaluation of architecture designed for the combined 
Implementation based on scenario based evaluation methodology. Transforming the 
architecture based on the evaluation results if required. In the first section, the quality 
requirements addressed in the second chapter will be evaluated with respect to our 
architecture followed by complexity of the architecture will be tested. In the second section 
we provided how we handled implementation specific problems to maintain the credibility 
of our proposed architecture.

5.1 Evaluation of the Architecture with respect to Active 
Search Engine Framework

To overcome various identified problems in section 3.2.4 and 4.1.3 we transformed the 
initial design. In fact, the transformed design shows direct impact on Active Search Engine 
Framework. In this section we once again revisit the quality requirements posed on the 
Active Search Engine Framework and we will evaluate how the transformed architecture 
could satisfy those quality requirements.

5.1.1 Scenario- based Evaluation Method

In the second chapter we already mentioned that the above posed quality requirements of 
Active Search Engine Framework are implementation dependent. So, if our given 
architecture possesses those above quality attributes obviously the quality requirements 
posed on the framework are satisfied. To do so, we have chosen scenario based evaluation 
method to assess our transformed architecture. We will consider those posed quality 
requirements as challenges in assessment.

Methodology:

The evaluation methodology that we have chosen is scenario based evaluation. The 
effectiveness of the scenario12 based evaluation depends on the representativeness of the 
scenario for a quality attribute to be assessed. I.e. extreme case/worst case scenario. Even 
though in the references we found many other approaches for software architecture 
assessment still we choose scenario based is because of its simple and efficient form [4].

Quality attributes to be assessed for this architecture are:

1. Scalability
2. Maintainability
3. Efficiency
4. Extendibility
5. Performance

Evaluation steps:

1. Challenges to be assessed
2. Scenario: The use case to which our proposed architecture should react.

                                                     
12 http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/iel4/6101/16322/00755855.pdf
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3. Scenario Category: Architecture components involved which influence the quality 
attribute that is being assessed

4. Scenario Evaluation: How our proposed architecture reacts to the above scenario
5. Evaluation Result: The outcome of the scenario 

1. Scenarios for assessing the challenge: “Scalability”

Scenario: From the analysis of the Search Engine Framework in the second chapter, it is 
pretty clear that the Active search engine must have scalable feature for further 
improvements because addition, deletion and modification of the existing networks 
connector components is the part of its design. This results in generalization for all P2P 
networks. To synopsize, does BitTorrent Network Connector could be easily added / 
removed from framework? 
Scenario Category: BitTorrent Network Connector
Scenario Evaluation: For scalability, we have chosen layered architecture and we seperated 
our BitTorrent network connector to a separate layer. It can be added/removed with out any 
modification to the framework or its other networks connectors or their sub components. In 
fact, with in our BitTorrent Network connector also we have implemented layered 
architecture.
Evaluation Result: So our BitTorrent Network connector offers required Scalability for its 
components and to the framework components

2. Scenarios for assessing the challenge: “Maintainability”

Scenario: Maintainability of the framework is also part of its design. The Network 
Connector component influences its maintainability. If any modification is done to the 
specific network connector and its sub components those must be specific to its connector. 
To synopsize, does BitTorrent Network connector and its support components loosely 
coupled with framework?
Scenario Category: BitTorrent Network Connector, Azureus Core, Framework
Scenario Evaluation: All the support components, subcomponents of the BitTorrent
Network Connector are seperated into layers. So, every component is loosely coupled with 
other component. In fact, frame work is also placed in a separate a layer.
Evaluation Result: So our BitTorrent Network connector offers required Maintainability
through internal and external layered architectural style.
.
3. Scenarios for assessing the challenge: “Extendibility”

Scenario: The ease with which the network connectors can be modified to improve the 
overall framework performance will give framework that much Extendibility. The 
Extendibility feature has relation with maintainability and scalability of the complete 
framework. Hence it is also implementation dependent. Does the framework is extendable to 
other network connectors after it is implemented for BitTorrent Network?
Scenario Category: Torrent Download, Filters and File Download and Detect
Scenario Evaluation:  From the figure 11 it is pretty clear that framework can be extended 
to any number of components. In the case of BitTorrent network implementation still 
framework holds its Extendibility because of our loosely coupled layered architectural style.
Evaluation Result: Hence, BitTorrent Network connector offers required Extendibility with 
in its sub components and to framework components
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4. Scenarios for assessing the challenge: “Efficiency”

Scenario: The efficiency of the network connector component is what the efficiency of the 
framework. Hence the sub components of every network connector should offer efficient 
features and functionality. To synopsize, does Torrent Download, Filters, Download and 
Detect components of the BitTorrent network connector offers efficient functionality?
Scenario Category: Torrent Download, Filters and File Download and Detect
Scenario Evaluation: In order to test the above components for their efficiency, we have 
developed a series of scenarios for every component to know how they react to these cases

4.1. Scenario Category: Torrent Download Component 

Scenario: How does Torrent Download component react if search engine doesn’t contain 
required number of results? 
Scenario Evaluation: The application primarily relies on Mininova search engine which is 
important for downloading torrents. We have given an option for user to choose the number 
of results required along with the search string. In almost all the cases the returned results are 
100% relavent to the search string. The only exceptional case with the results is number of 
results returned. In some cases the number of results sent is subject to their availability 
number at the search engine but not the requested number. This is identified when user 
request more results.

4.2. Scenario Category: Filter Component

Scenario: How does Filter component react if tracker doesn’t respond to HTTP Request?
Scenario Evaluation: As we stated in the filter component implementation, tracker 
communication is crucial. Here, we have identified two different problems for delay in 
communication which are not in the application scope. First, some trackers go offline more 
often and second, because of heavy request traffic some trackers could respond upon sending 
the request for twice or even thrice. After 3 attempts if tracker doesn’t respond application 
by default filters the torrent. In fact, for every 10 torrents on average 4 torrents are filtered 
because of no response from tracker.

4.3. Scenario Category: File Download & Detect

Scenario: How does File download & detect component will manage the system not to get 
flooded by the search results for download?
Scenario Evaluation: This is most important part of our BitTorrent Network Component 
hence we placed this functionality in the separate layer. The torrents that ensure the file 
download will only allocated the download slots. All the other torrents will be filtered. We 
have conducted series of tests on the application with and with out filters. The download 
speed dropped drastically in the absence of filters. The reason, download slots are also 
allocated to many lazy torrents. At the same time, the application consuming maximum CPU 
processing power for this unnecessary overhead. But with the filters we could recover above 
mentioned problems

4.4. Scenario Category: FileDownload and Detect

Scenario: Does the application detect the watermark if they exist?
Scenario Evaluation: In all the cases the File download and detect component detected 
existence of   embedded watermark.

Evaluation Result:  Hence our BitTorrent network component offers efficient and loosely 
component interactions using layered architectural style. On a whole the efficiency of the 
efficiency of the BitTorrent network connector is up to the required extent.
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So far the scenarios provided based on the architecture style that we have chosen to 
implement the framework for BitTorrent. In the next section we will test the implementation 
with some real time inputs and derived results. In simple words, the complexity of the 
implementation from which we will identify still any transformation of the architecture is 
required.

5.1.2 Transformation of Architecture

So far, we have provided some useful scenarios and how architecture reacts to those cases 
are also evaluated. Based on the evaluation results it is pretty clear that architecture need not 
to be transformed because all the internal and external components are very loosely coupled 
and all the posed quality requirements of the framework are satisfied by our architecture. In 
order to confirm our evaluation results, now the complexity of the implementation is to be 
tested. In the follow up section we derive some real time test results to know whether the 
implementation is fully utilizing the advantages of layered architecture or not. 

Complexity of the following time consuming activities are tested:

1. Getting response from search engine
2. Downloading torrents
3. Getting tracker response

5.1.3 Complexity of the Implementation

Second major task in this section is to identify inconsistencies. That is, how long the time 
consuming components of our layered architecture took to complete their activities. In this 
process, the time consuming components our architecture identified are: Torrent download, 
Filter & file download.

Note: The File download component depends on the size of the file downloading. So it is not 
included in this process.

Torrent Download Component: Getting response from search engine

The test results that are acquired are shown in the figure 20 are explained next to it.

               FIGURE 20: Time spent to get reply

The first activity of the implementation is to send request to Mininova search engine. This 
activity is handled by Torrent download component. The time elapsed to get query results is 
based on the number of results and keyword type. Several examples are drawn in the figure 
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20. The maximum of results requested are 10. As we noticed in the above figure, the average 
time spent on the waiting time is approximately 1 second. One worst case with “Jennifer” 
search string is no response from search engine. 

In the above drawn graph it is pretty clear that, in most of the cases the request taken less 
than 1 sec and the average time is consistent for all the search requests to get processed.
Hence it is confirm that the Torrent download did not create any overload on the rest of the 
system and the resource consumption is also at the acceptable level. The general reasons for 
waiting time identified are:

1. The connection speed
2. The query
3. The number of results requested.
4. The computer

Result: Consistency in resource and time consumption as a result no overhead on the 
complete system and CPU.

Torrent Download Component: Downloading Torrents

After getting results from search engine, all the source links will be parsed and torrents will 
be downloaded. This process is also handled by the torrent download component which 
require some time. The test results that are acquired are shown in the figure 21.

Note: The results shown in fig 20, 21and 22 are not different sessions of a single test. They 
are recorded from three different tests.

     
FIGURE 21: Time Spent To Download Torrents

In these examples we have given 9 search keywords with 10 search results each. 8 out of 9 
responded with all the 10 torrents. Only in the case of “spice” keyword only 9 torrents are 
downloaded. The amount of time spent in downloading torrent depends on many factors 
including: Size of the torrent, its location and naturally the speed of the internet connection.
The graph in figure 21 gives the average time of all the 10 torrents for each search keywords 
as one single bar.

1. On average “shakira” has taken 10.2 sec for downloding all the ten torrents which is the 
minimum time of all our tests. 

2. “Britney” has taken 54.2 sec for downloading all the torrents which is the maximum time 
of all our test cases. 
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3. On average all the 9 test cases have taken time between 25 to 35 seconds to download all 
the 10 torrents. 

Result: Overall the Torrent download component exhibited consistency in all the test cases 
with respect to resource and time consumption.

Filter Component: Getting reply from tracker

As we mentioned in the previous chapter that getting reply from tracker is the maximum 
time consuming process of our complete application. But we improved total elapsed time 
that application waits for getting reply from tracker by placing this component in a separate 
layer with comprehensive thread support. But still, delay encountered is because of the 
following reasons which are out of our scope: 

1. Trackers go offline more often  
2. Heavy request traffic at the tracker needs requesting it for twice and thrice. 

The following are the results of our tests.

FIGURE 22: Time Spent To Get Tracker Response

In these examples we have given 9 search keywords with 10 search results each. So, for all 
the 10 results, trackers response is important in order to impose filters. As we mentioned 
previously, tracker communication generally delayed because they go offline more often and 
huge traffic request. Hence, we are not including that delay in our complexity testing. By 
doing this all above results are said to be consistent. 

Previously this component use to create overhead on the system and other sub components 
but now Filter component is seperated to a different layer. By this, the total elapsed time is 
improved. But the above calculations are not easily drawn because of a never ending 
problem that is, on average 4 torrents for every search keyword not included in our 
calculations because of no response from tracker. 

In the figure 22, for “spice” the trackers have taken maximum of 10 seconds on average to 
process the request. For “Jennifer”, trackers on average took less than 1 sec to respond.

Result: Overall the Filters component exhibited consistency in all the test cases with respect 
to resource and time consumption. In simple words no abnormality is seen.
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5.1.4 Quality of the Implementation

During our tests, we have noticed overall consistency in all the components. But in some 
computations users should be a bit patient. We strongly believe that, this application is very 
useful tool for users to monitor their files in BitTorrent network. The aim of developing this 
application is to provide a good source for content owners to find whether their files have 
been traded with out permission in BitTorrent network. This is mostly important in this 
commercial world where network users will be downloading the files and generating their 
own benefits with it then can be sued.

The major advantage of this application includes: combination of application specific 
features and plug-in API features for monitoring the BitTorrent network.  There is also a 
limitation imposed on the tool because of using the plug-in API. That is, performance
degradation. But on a whole, still this implementation could be a good source for identifying 
illegal works. 

5.2 Implementation Specific Problems & Solutions

So far, the evaluation done is, to test the strength of transformed architecture for the 
implementation. In this section we will provide how we handled some implementation 
specific problems from the user perspective. Solving these problems makes this 
implementation closer to 100 % perfect implementation. In this section we document how 
we overcome them.

5.2.1 Keeping GUI Responsive

The computations that are made while running the program are very expensive for CPU. The 
major problem with these computations is GUI becomes no more responsive. For user, this is 
important. GUI must remain responsive during time consuming computations for the 
following reasons: 

1. To view the status of the search and download process
2. To handle further search and 
3. To configure filters for every search.  

This problem is solved with the usage of Threads. The components which rely on Threads 
for computations are “TorrentDownload” and “Filters”. We identified that the GUI gets no 
more responsive during torrent download and tracker communication. After implementation
with threads the time consuming computations could be performed with out affecting the 
performance of the program’s GUI.
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The way threads are created and used is described in the figure 23 and explained next to it.

FIGURE 23: Keeping GUI Responsive

The Threads works according to the Following steps:

1. In the first step, the components will spawn the threads by creating an instance of Thread 
by extending the Thread class.  

2. Then start () method will be called Inorder to start thread for processing.
3. After that, the created thread will call join () method to notify that parent thread to wait 

until the child threads are finished. 
4. Then components are invoked one after the other.
5. Followed by clearing the variables used by those components.
6. Exiting from the run method and notifying the parent that processing is finished.
7. Finally, thread will be ended.

5.2.2 Handling File Downloads Which Use To Create Unnecessary 
Overhead on CPU

Another problem we encountered with file downloads using Azureus API. This API use to 
consume 100% CPU processing power for downloading files. The reason we identified is, 
the download queue of global manager use to be occupied by many inactive download 
managers. Above that, while user continues to search for more torrents the size of that queue 
got increased with such download managers. This caused an overhead on the CPU as result 
application got no more responsive for user. The option left at that instance is killing the 
instance with the task manager. 

The solution we identified includes the following aspects:

1. We have placed Azureus core into a separate layer with loose coupling with internal 
subcomponents.

2. Proper management of the global manager queue. 
3. Imposing filters and monitoring the global manager queue continuously not to allocate 

download slots for inactive download managers. 
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By this, the consumption of CPU processing power reduced to acceptable level.

The way the logic is implemented to maintain the queue at normal size is described in the 
figure 24.

FIGURE 24: Handling File Downloads

The Global manager queue is managed according to the following steps:

1. Filters will be imposed on the torrents.
2. All the successful torrents will be added to the queue.
3. Start downloads and monitor queue continuously for inactive download load managers.
4. If any found immediately deleted.
5. Those available slots will be allocated to the new and active download managers.
6. Finally, application becomes ready for the next search.

5.2.3 Impression on Evaluation of our Architecture

So far, we have discussed many aspects related to our architecture. On a whole we have 
impression that our implementation is consistent in its design and operations. This fulfils our 
objective of designing a concrete mechanism for identifying illegal contents in BitTorrent
networks. Now in the next section we will test this tool on BitTorrent Network as a 
mechanism to identify the copyright violated works.

5.2.4 Software Tool: A firm mechanism for Identifying Copyright 
violated works in BitTorrent Networks

So far, the tests we conducted are only to prove the efficiency and complexity of the 
software we developed. Now, the perspective is changed. As a mechanism we will test our 
tool developed to identify the copyright violated works in BitTorrent.

The below diagram provides the diagram of identifying copyright violated works in 
BitTorrent networks. 
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FIGURE 25: Tool Identifying Copyright violated works

B2B and B2C multimedia environments can use this tool in the following way: 

1. Search for relevant files in the BitTorrent network and downloads as shown in the above 
diagram.

2. Simultaneously they can also track the IP addresses of the peers from the files are being 
downloaded.

3. At the same time the peers to which the same files are being uploaded.
4. After downloading those files will be detected for embedded water marks.
5. If watermarks not found those files will be recorded as pirated copies and the IP addresses 

from which those files are downloaded could be legally prosecuted.
6. The entire process is shown in the above figure.

5.3 Summary

With this we are ended up with evaluation proposed architecture and implementation of our 
BitTorrent Network Connector (BNC). Evaluation of every component with respect to 
quality attributes, followed by their complexity is discussed. To evaluate architecture we 
have chosen Scenario based evaluation methodology. Based on the previous experience in 
designing and evaluating architectures even though we have many options to evaluate 
architecture but we have chosen scenario based evaluation is because of its simple and 
efficient methodology. 

We have also tested implementation with some real time inputs and noted results of every 
test case. For every component testing we have drawn the graphs to show the consistency in 
the results. On a whole we got an impression that our implementation is also consistent with 
the derived results.
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In the second part we discussed the implementation specific problems we encountered and 
the way we handled them. So far the analysis, implementation and evaluation of the design 
are done for achieving our targeted goals. By testing our tool as mechanism for identifying 
copyright violated works in BitTorrent in sec 5.2.4 we strongly believe that we achieved our 
goals. Now, in the following chapter we conclude our thesis work with necessary winding up 
issues.
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6 CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK ON CURRENT 

STATE OF THE WORK

This is the final chapter of the thesis work and for the entire report. The major aspects 
covered under this chapter are, the concluding aspects of the research thesis work done so 
far. This chapter once again focuses on to the areas that are identified for improvements in 
our validation process. Finally this chapter provides the conclusion on the achievement of 
our goals addressed in the introduction chapter followed by beneficiary aspects of Business-
to-Business and Business-to-Consumer environments by using this combined 
implementation as a firm mechanism for identifying illegal works in BitTorrent networks.

6.1 Summary and Discussion

The main objective of this research thesis work is to design a software tool for identifying 
copyright violated works in various P2P networks. In fact, P2P networks are the prominent 
networks for such copyright violations. To do so, a combined implementation of two 
independent mechanisms described in chapter 2 is required.  This combined implementation 
prior to this thesis work had not existed in the form of a concrete software tool. So, the first 
objective is to design a most comprehensive architecture for their implementation and the 
second objective is to validate that implementation built on our architecture. Hence we have 
chosen BitTorrent network for implementation and validation. The mechanisms we 
addressed in our implementation are:

Passive Mechanism: Digital Watermarking is the passive mechanism which is used to add 
information to multimedia files to be protected. This active part is just used to achieve our 
goal but not focused in validation because of the reason mentioned in the 1.4 section

Active Search Mechanism: In order to fight against illegal copies an active search mechanism 
scanning for potential copyright violations is needed. Any P2P network implementation must 
maintain this framework extendable to other P2P networks. This is the area focused in
validation phase.

6.2 Research Question

Research Question Answered: Can the proposed architecture for BitTorrent network be able 
to maintain the Active Search Engine Framework’s generalized feature? 

6.2.1 Sub Questions

1. Can the proposed architecture satisfy all the posed quality requirements of the Active 
search mechanism?

2. Can the proposed architecture make future work of the framework for other P2P networks 
flexible?

3. Can the proposed architecture make efficient tool?

Note: The solutions to the above three questions is the solution for our research question.

6.2.2 Additional Questions from B2B and B2C Perspective
1. Can the tool become a firm mechanism to identify illegal works in BitTorrent Network?
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6.2.3 Sub Questions: Can the proposed architecture satisfy all the 
posed quality requirements of the Active search mechanism?

The solution to the first sub question is a challenging part of our current research thesis 
work. From the analysis part of the individual mechanisms in chapter 2 it is pretty clear that, 
the Active Search Engine Framework is generalised for all the P2P networks. At the same 
time we identified the quality requirements posed on it. So, our BitTorrent implementation of 
the framework must satisfy all the posed quality requirements. Hence in the section 5.1 we 
have used scenario based evaluation to test whether our implementation satisfies the posed 
quality requirements or not. 

We have developed some scenarios and evaluated them. The results of all the scenarios are 
up to required extent. The principle we applied for evaluation is; if our layered architecture 
possess those quality attributes, obviously our implementation on top of that layered 
architecture satisfies the posed quality requirements of the framework.  This is proved from 
the results of the scenarios in the section 5.1. Hence we strongly believe that we answered 
the first sub question in implementing a software tool by satisfying all the posed quality 
requirements of Active Search Engine Framework.

6.2.4 Sub Questions: Can the proposed architecture make future work 
of the framework for other P2P networks flexible?

Our current work focused mainly on architecture with respect to BitTorrent network. This is a 
fair solution to maintain the framework in a separate layer. The future work is also expected 
to be of the same pattern for other P2P networks. Hence, there is not much left for our 
BitTorrent network architecture transformation. But still we have identified few areas for our 
BitTorrent network connector component enhancement which are implementation specific. 

1. Rather using Azureus core in implementation, one can re- implement that functionality 
with in our current implementation. With this, the performance will be improved. The 
reason, Azureus core spawns multiple threads for file download on which we have very 
less control which could be resolved with re-implementation. 

2. One can develop some interface components to reuse our internal components to avoid 
redundancy. 

3. The current GUI is very much generalised. Hence further P2P network connectors can 
also use the same GUI to get the complete framework under one ceiling. In fact, this is 
what our target.

4. The complete design we provided in the section 4.1.4 is a good foundation for the 
upcoming P2P network connectors. Rather than modifying the patter we adopted, it 
would be best to continue this to rest of the P2P networks connectors.

6.2.5 Sub Questions: Can the proposed architecture make efficient 
tool?

The tool developed and described in chapter 4 is designed according to our architecture. In 
order, to test efficiency of the tool, we conducted series of tests with real time inputs. We 
strongly believe that, consistency in the achieved results is the metric for efficiency.  

Initial Design- In the initial design all the time & resource consuming activities created
many problems described in the section 4.1.3 as a result performance overhead on the entire 
system. Hence, we did not choose this architecture for software development. 
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Transformed Design- In the chapter 4 we have also provided the components and their 
functional descriptions of the transformed architecture. This architecture is more efficient 
because of the principle “Separation of tasks”. The layered architecture has become 
advantage for our complete build. Hence we have chosen this architecture for our tool 
development. The efficiency of the tool is confirmed with the consistent results we achieved 
by the time and resource consuming activities during series of tests we conducted in chapter 
5. Hence, we strongly believe that transformed design is a solution to develop efficient tool.

6.2.6 Additional Questions: Can the tool become a firm mechanism to 
identify illegal works in BitTorrent Network?

We conducted many tests to measure efficiency and complexity of the tool being developed. 
Our first set of questions is framed to prove that developed tool is efficient from the 
academic perspective. But this additional question is to evaluate from B2B and B2C 
perspective. Because, this thesis work is a contribution to the research work with objective to 
develop security mechanisms for Multimedia business environments which are major 
victims of copyright infringement. The section 5.2.4 is provided for the sake of multimedia 
business environments which can use this tool as a mechanism to fight against copyright 
infringement. Hence, we strongly believe that the tool developed is a firm mechanism for 
B2B and B2C environments. 

6.2.7 Conclusion on Current work

All the phases of our work done so far, is not a completed research work rather we have 
given a pause from the thesis perspective. This work still could be extended to other P2P 
networks and existing architecture can also be transformed to fit into new origin of 
requirements. The tool we designed is a firm mechanism to search and identify the copyright 
violated works in BitTorrent Network.
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